The BEST WAY to Say Goodbye…
a Living Will for dementia & terminal illnesses

DON’T GET STUCK in ADVANCED DEMENTIA
GET TOTAL RELIEF from END-of-LIFE PAIN
Already have a Living Will?

Learn what you can add.

Plan Now, Die Later™
Plan Now, Live Longer
Plan Now, Die
LiveWell
Well
Don’t Wait, Plan Now!
Where:

When:

The seminar is FREE, but seating is limited.
Optional reservations: Call 760 431 2233, or…

Register online at www.CaringAdvocates.org , or
Email: DrTerman@CaringAdvocates.org

 How to avoid suffering and burdens of being “stuck” in Advanced Dementia—if you have “No Plug To Pull”?
First complete a clear and specific Living Will. Then add the Ironclad Strategy so others will HONOR your wishes.
 One out of six physicians morally object to providing effective treatment for unbearable pain—even though
this is the American Medical Association’s position: “Palliative Sedation” is not euthanasia. Yet the AMA states
Palliative Sedation is “not appropriate for…primarily existential suffering.” How can you get the relief you want?
 What can we learn from sad experiences of Casey Kasem, Robin Williams, Brittany Maynard and Still Alice?

***
Stanley A. Terman, PhD, MD, is a psychiatrist and bioethicist. (His PhD is in Biophysics from MIT.) For almost two
decades, he has dedicated his career to reducing the suffering of terminally ill patients and their loved ones,
especially if they face the huge challenges of Advanced Dementia. He wrote four books, created an illustrated
decision-aid tool to generate clear and specific Living Wills, and developed the “Ironclad Strategy”—all with
collaborators in medicine, bioethics, the clergy, and the law. In 2000, he founded a non-profit organization,
Caring Advocates, that is now a national leader in Advance Care Planning for dementia designed to be EFFECTIVE.

Is YOUR Living Will safe & effective? Caring Advocates’ team of professionals will offer their opinions—
at no cost or obligation. For instructions about this time-limited offer, visit www.CaringAdvocates.org ,

